Turner syndrome: don’t forget the vulva
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Summary
Turner syndrome (TS) has been linked to a number of autoimmune conditions, including lichen sclerosus (LS), at an estimated prevalence of 17%. LS is a known precursor to vulvar cancer. We present a case of vulvar cancer in a 44-year-old woman, who had previously complained of pruritus in the area, a known symptom of LS. Histology confirmed a squamous cell carcinoma with underlying LS. Vulvar assessment for the presence of LS should be undertaken regularly as part of the routine assessments proposed for adult TS women. If LS is identified, then the patient should be warned of the increased risk of vulvar cancer progression and should be monitored closely for signs of the condition.

Learning points:
† Patients with TS are at increased risk of developing LS.
† LS is a known precursor to vulvar cancer.
† TS women with LS may be at risk of developing vulvar cancer and should be offered annual vulvar screening and also be aware of signs and symptoms of early vulvar cancer.

Background
Turner syndrome (TS) appears to predispose to the development of vulvar lichen sclerosus (LS), a known precursor to vulvar cancer. Inspection of the vulva should be offered to all women with TS, irrespective of whether they are sexually active and, if diagnosed with LS, then an annual examination should be performed, to rule out development of vulvar cancer.

Investigation
At gynecological assessment, she was found to have a 2 cm lesion at the periclitoral area, for which she underwent a wide local excision. Histology confirmed a well-differentiated squamous cell vulvar carcinoma (SCC) with underlying LS. The depth of invasion was 1.5 mm.

Case presentation
A 44-year-old woman with TS, non insulin-dependent diabetes melitus (NIDDM) and a history of ischemic heart disease was referred to our department for the management of vulvar cancer. She had a 45XO karyotype and was on continuous combined hormone replacement treatment since mid-puberty because of hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism. The patient had reported vulvar itching for ~1 year prior to presentation.

Treatment
Following diagnosis, the patient underwent a more radical excision and sentinel node sampling. Both samples were negative for disease.

Outcome and follow up
Six months after initial diagnosis, the patient remained disease free.
Discussion

TS is one of the commonest chromosomal disorders in humans and is caused by the complete or partial absence of an X chromosome (1). TS is commonly diagnosed at birth or childhood due to related congenital anomalies and short stature. However, a proportion will be diagnosed later, at adolescence, due to delayed puberty and primary amenorrhea. Long-term follow up by a multidisciplinary team is required, due to multiple associated long-term health problems, such as cardiovascular disease, congenital or acquired, osteoporosis, recurrent ear infections and deafness (2). TS women are also more prone to developing autoimmune conditions such as Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, IDDM, celiac disease and inflammatory bowel disease (3). The incidence of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is estimated at 50% in middle aged patients, whereas the incidence of celiac disease is increased 11-fold (4). Autoimmune disorders become more prevalent as age advances. The exact pathophysiological mechanism remains unknown, but seems to involve disturbance in both humoral and cellular immune response (5). An increased frequency of LS has also been described at an estimate prevalence of 17% (6).

Although LS is known to predispose to vulvar cancer, this risk is rarely addressed as a possible concern in TS.

Interestingly, a number of case reports of vulvar cancer can be identified in the literature, which so far had not been linked to TS. The first reported case was in a 41-year-old single nulliparous woman, whose histology was negative for human papillomavirus (HPV) (7). The second case was of a 35-year-old with TS, again unlikely to have contracted HPV, as she was not known to be sexually active (8). There is a third reported case in the literature of a 61-year-old with no mention of sexual history or underlying HPV infection (9).

LS is a skin condition, probably of autoimmune aetiology, although infections, hormonal and genetic factors have been incriminated (5). LS affects women of all ages with an increased incidence in the menopause (10). There are typical white atrophic papules that may unite into porcelain-white plaques, leading to thin and crinkled skin that distort normal external genitalia anatomy. Genital skin, including skin over the mons pubis and perineum is often involved, giving a typical figure of eight or hourglass pattern. Skin changes occur only externally and the vagina is not affected. When LS remains untreated, labia minora gradually atrophy, labia majora become flat, adhesions or strictures can form at the introitus or around the prepuce, leading to a hooded clitoris. Common symptoms may be pruritus or skin irritation.

Labial adhesions can form, leading to urinary problems, and fissures and skin splitting often lead to sexual difficulties and superficial dyspareunia (11). LS often remains underdiagnosed, usually because the patient shies away from medical attention, but also as the condition may not be readily identified by general physicians or endocrinologists.

The risk of developing vulvar cancer in women with LS is estimated at ~3–7% (12), whereas two-thirds of vulvar cancer cases arise in close proximity to LS (13). The link is strong enough to make LS a precursor of invasive squamous cell vulvar cancer. The usual recommendation is that patients diagnosed with LS should have an annual vulvar assessment to rule out the presence of cancer. They are also advised to notify their physician if they identify a suspicious lesion in the area (14).

Vulvar cancers are uncommon and represent ~5% of all gynecologic malignancies (10). Most of them are diagnosed at an early stage—although advanced disease is common in older women due to delayed presentation. Approximately 90% are SCCs (10). Early detection by biopsy of any abnormal lesions is important for early diagnosis, which will improve morbidity and mortality.

A recent epidemiological study from the UK suggests a decreasing trend of vulvar SCC in older women, attributed to a better surveillance of precancerous conditions such as LS and lichen planus. Contrarily more patients are now diagnosed at a younger age, plausibly as a result of increasing HPV infection prevalence (15).

This present case stresses the importance of awareness and monitoring of the vulva in TS patients so as to identify LS, a potential precursor of vulvar cancer.
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